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WORKSTATION GYSPRESS 10T PP CONTROL

Push Pull

RIVETER
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HR110 HR210

 HR310

Time to
 cycle AIR BAR   

4 kg
46 x 15 x 10 cm 3 kg 5.4 kg 12 kg 4 sec normal 6.5 

maxi 10 74 x 116 x 50 cm 73 x 39 x 90 cm 54 kg

Fitted with a smart user interface for choosing different dies and Synergy settings, the WORKSTATION GYSPRESS 
10T PP CONTROL is the riveting station of the future. The Push-Pull system allows the machine to install all types 
of manufacturer-specific rivets (self-punching rivets, Flow-Form rivets and solid rivets, etc.). The careful technical 
regulation of the riveting force guarantees perfectly accurate rivets every time. The traceability features meet the 
demands of even the most demanding manufacturers.

SMART RIVETING

USER FRIENDLY AND EFFICIENT

 SYNERGIC mode:The product’s interface guides 
the user on the dies to be used, as well as the required 
force, depending on the type of rivet being placed.
 Traceability: This machine is able to record riveting 

operations for completely accurate traceability.
 Playback recorded reports on a PC.

 Included

 Optional Extras

REGULATING THE SETTING FORCE

MULTI-BRAND

 A built-in hydraulic pressure sensor allows the 
riveter to check that the required installation force 
has been achieved.

 Designed for repairing numerous makes of vehicles (VW 
Group, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Tesla, Ferrari, Ford, Jaguar/
Land Rover and General Motors, etc.).

ROBUST AND MOBILE
 Reinforced casing and manoeuvrable trolley with built-in 

storage unit.
 Spacer on the front wheels for even better stability.
 Integrated three-arm support.

 Maximum force of 10 tons that can be easily adjusted 
with excellent precision (+/- 3.3%).
 Quickly and easily change the riveter’s arm.
 Two control buttons: one button is for riveting and 

the other button is for opening the riveting machine or 
extracting the punches.
 The C-arm can be rotated 360° around the riveting 

machine’s axis.
 Several arms to give access to all vehicles in all 

situations.
 Excellent grip thanks to its ergonomic handle and single-

finger trigger.
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XT11.21
Extension lead for the 

HR110 and HR210 arms
058644

6 x 50 RAP rivets
048706HR 110 - 063310

HR 210 - 063327

Clé USB- 062344 HR 310 - 063334

Strap Dowel pin Handle

Standard 10T 
PushPull tool box

058361

Adaptor 24 kN - 063822

Evolution
pressure sensor

071759

Adaptor 50 kN - 064867

User-friendly interface 
with a 5˝, colour display.

Arm support

Storage 
compartment

Cable (3 m)
Riveting
Opening
Extracting

 Push-Pull System: This latest 
innovation facilitates removing the 
dies after piercing the sheet metal 
thanks to its unique stripping 
system.
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